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The 2008 Year in Review by Doctor Gonzo
The last issue of the year is always a good time

to look back on the last year of your life and try
to figure out why you still read a crappy electronic newsletter. Most likely, it makes you feel
better about yourself because you aren’t actually writing this stuff. Believe me, the staff isn’t
getting any glory or awards for their dedication.
At least as a reader you can choose to ignore
it. I dearly appreciate every member of my staff
even if they continue to hound me about their
Khaos Apocrypher Staff t-shirts. I assure you
they are on the way. My personal assistants
keep quitting on me, with the number one complaint, “Why do I have to rub your feet again,
I want to be a writer?” So, it’s a DIY operation
here at headquarters and you can bet if my inhouse cloning process ever gets approved there
will be thousands of lanky, good looking, psoriatic, half-Norwegians with aberrant colons running
around the planet. We could probably do a daily
newsletter. Presumably, no one has thought of
that yet. Wonderful dreams aside, let’s get to the
news.
Seattle was just thrust back to the ice age with
a winter blast unlike any I have seen since I’ve
lived here. Granted, this “blast” would constitute
a summer day in Fargo. The city shut itself down
for a week, which was nice because it kept most
of the idiots at home. It’s over, so we are back
to the normal gray overcast winter we are used
to here in the Upper Northwest. I attribute this
sudden arctic abnormality to the purchase of our
Prius, therefore reducing our carbon footprint,
which created a thickening of the ozone, and
cooled the climate. Nobel Prize?
I’ll not rehash the events of November 4th here
(see Fall 2008, Vol.8:4) since it still hasn’t been
made official yet (1/20/09). I will however, make
comment on the official prayer for the inauguration. I believe there are more than a few articles
in Ye Ole Constitution (makes me think of potato
		

ole’s) describing the separation of the church and
the state. Why not have
Chris Rock come out and
do about 8-10 minutes of
new material then send it
to P-Funk and Ice Cube
for a Phish-like 35 minute
jam of “Bop Gun”. See if
we can get Oprah to cry again.
As you know many of our readers are getting
older by the minute, a few notables this year,
Bob Loeffelbein aka “Waffelhouse” and Andrew
T. Sweet who both turned 40 and little Chelsea
Markle who hit the ripe old age of 30. Tons of
babies made there way onto the planet. Handsome Rob finally found a lady and now has a viable band, called Llewellyn, managed by yours
truly. The Holts threw another mind-blowing
Turkey Day Extravaganza with deep fried bird
and 1.23 million desserts. My colon was finally
silenced and I am back to tip-top (out of) shape
and don’t look like the Golem anymore. Peace
was achieved in the Middle East. This just
broke, no more peace in the Middle East. Oh,
well. My Morning Jacket and Blitzen Trapper put
out super awesome records.
The future looks bright here at Artificial Khaos
productions. We just finished principal shooting for a short film called “Checkout Girl”, preproductions is soon to start on “Pulltab”, a new
mockumentary with more characters than a Chinese phone book. Brett and I are starting a new
online dating service called meHarmony.com
catering to single people who like themselves
and love to stay home. So, stay safe in 2009
and make your year be all it can be.
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by Stu
Features

It’s tough to be happy nowadays. For one, everyone you know is
Editor and Publisher: Dr Gonzo broke and unemployed. For two, the weather sucks. For three,
Bush is still President, still has another month or so to make things
even worse, and the Republicans he’s leaving behind are even
Assistant to the Editor: Stash Z. more thick and venal than he is. Armed with the knowledge that
General Sales: the saint
everything’s going to hell in a handcard, I offer you these reasons
Esquire: Dr Gonzo
for cheer.
Art Director: Dr Gonzo
Production Director: Stash Z
Art Department: Forty 11
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4011 2nd Avenue NW
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>>>> Contact Us
Write to Letters: Artificial Khaos,
4011 2nd Avenue NW, Seattle,
WA 98107.
Email: artificialkhaos@yahoo.com
Subscribe: artificialkhaos.com
Mail: AK Customer Service
P.O. Box 665-6667

		

• A Charlie Brown Christmas. Linus Van Pelt is Christianity’s last,
best hope.
• Egg Nog. Pour it over ice, spike it with rum, top it with nutmeg,
and let the sweet, thick fog roll in. You can burn the fat off while
waiting in the bread line!
• Drinking in general. It’s socially acceptable to be half-liquored
the entire holiday season. Take advantage of this. Nobody lets
you get away with this in June (unless you live in New Munich,
but the less said about that wretched hive of scum and villainy,
the better).
• Craig Finn, November 15th, First Avenue. Armed with a microphone and a bottle of Corona, leading the crowd in a mass
scream-along to the Drive-By Truckers’ stone classic “Let There
Be Rock,” Finn looked like the happiest accountant in the world.
“Bon Scott singing LET THERE BE RAAAAAAAWWWWWWWWK” FTW. Videographic evidence: http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=YHvJCjqg9HA
• Tubby Smith
• Blitzen Trapper’s Furr. Buy it while supplies last!
• Michael Chabon’s The Yiddish Policeman’s Union. If you’re going to buy one murder mystery set in a world where the Jewish
people settled in Alaska instead of Israel, this is the one. Buy it
in paperback now!
• Pictures of my kids. Not yours, since for all I know they suck.
Mine, though, they’re cute as sh!t.
• Being six months behind on movies because of these kids. I
used to bemoan this, but now I’ve come to appreciate it. The
pre-release hype is completely lost on me, but I think it makes it
easier to judge a movie on its merits, rather than on whether or
not it lived up to its billing. Is Mickey Rourke really that good in
The Wrestler? I’ll let you know in May!
• Five Guys opening a restaurant in St. Cloud. Best burger in
town, and I’ll put it up against anything in the state. Not kidding,
it’s that good.
www.artificialkhaos.com			
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[Joy continued]

• The wild card beer in New Belgium’s Folly 12-Pack. Will it be cherry-flavored? Will it have
espresso beans? Will it be named after beloved Law & Order star Jerry Orbach? Sure! Why
not?
• Your editor not getting mad at you for submitting this three days after deadline.

F*&K CRIME LOG F*&K F*&K F*&K
I need F*&K to report on a crime F*&K being committed against F*&K our troops fighting overseas. F*&K That’s right those men and
women lying down their lives so we can keep
our freedoms and have civil F*&K liberties to
forfeit. F*&K Freedom is never free.
I’m talking F*&K about those warm fuzzy holiday F*&K F*&K F*&K greetings broadcast on
network news from F*&K F*&K troops overseas
back home to their families in the states.
For example Specialist F*&K F*&K John Q
Smith saying Merry Christmas to his wife Jane
F*&K children #1 F*&K and #2 on the way, F*&K
his mom his dad and F*&K F*&K everyone in
Insert Hometown F*&K F*&K F*&K Here at 123
Freedom Street.

by Reverend Wild Bill
Features

deadly F*&K secret information leaking warm
holiday greetings from troops desperate for attention from family and vice versa.
If the liberal media continues to divulge the
names an addresses of family of loved ones
when will they start giving info on troop movements and numbers? Or even more dangerous
phone number, social security numbers, bank
account numbers and corresponding passwords. Someone needs to draw the line for a
safer freeer America.
Ed. This article was submitted as a form of weak minded protest to the editing of the author’s previous submission to the
Fall 2008 article. Well, here’s a big Fuck You to the Reverend
and here’s your unedited article. The word Fuck appears 47
times. It was changed from FUCK to F*&K for the sake of our
younger readers and my dear mother. Enjoy.

F*&K F*&K The terrorists are F*&K watching. Theoretically Osama F*&K F*&K Bin could
see one of those F*&K warm messages F*&K
to family F*&K and loved ones, not always the
same thing especially this F*&K time of year,
and then target those said family and or loved
ones, back F*&K home at 123 Freedom Street,
F*&K Hometown USA.
Superheroes have secret F*&K identities
to F*&K protect the innocent, the ones they
love and most importantly F*&K themselves,
shouldn’t our troops be afforded the same basic
protection that superheroes get?
We need to protect our F*&K troops, our superheroes and F*&K their secret identities. We
need to put an end to F*&K these potentially
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by Kyles the PhD of Plastic
Features

So let me get this straight, a bunch of greedy
financial companies gave out ridiculous money in loans to people with credit so bad even
their friends won’t lend them $5 so they, in turn,
could purchase homes way more than they
could afford under the speculation that they
could quickly sell at an even more inflated price
and pocket crazy profits? Sound about right?
Nah, I don’t see any risk there. Well surprise!
Housing prices are down, loans are in default,
foreclosures are on the rise and the financial
companies are collapsing. Tragic? Yes. My
problem? I say hell, no!
Ah, but not so fast. The
government is stepping in
to save all. Roughly a trillion dollars (so far) has been
set aside for the financials
to save them. Refinanced
loans for all the McMansions.
All this money has to come
from somewhere, so prepare
yourself for increased taxes.
Crunching some numbers on
a napkin says that will be roughly $11,800 (plus
interest) for every tax paying individual (by the
way, over 40% of adults don’t pay taxes). Again
I ask, why is this my problem when I had nothing to do with either side of this ridiculous equation?!?
Let’s take a little trip back through history. Don’t
start dozing off on my now or I will throw an
eraser, Mr. Rath style, at you. When you compare the value of a home our grandparents
bought in 1950 to their income, today we are
nearly 40% higher, so much more of our income
is going to the mortgage. Maybe not a surprise
when you see that the average house size in
1950 was just under 1000 square feet. Our
parents house in the 1970’s was much bigger,
		

around 1500 square feet, but the modern home
is just under 2500 square feet. At that is just
average. How many people do you know that
have a couple of children and had to move out
of their 2500 square foot house and into a 4000
square foot McMansion because it was way too
small for their family?
Because homes have become such a large financial investment, people have (falsely) started to believe they should make money on them,
just like they do on other investments, like
stocks. All investments are a
risk, but that is just another forgotten lesson. Making money on the sale of a
house is a very recent phenomenon, going back only
to the turn of the millennium. A house purchased
anytime between 1950 and
2000 would sell for roughly
the same amount (adjusted
for inflation) as it was purchased for, with only a 0.5%
annual return. Our grandparents and parents
looked at it as still sound because you got your
money back (plus some tax write-offs) when
you sold, unlike renting. From 2000 to 2006,
this return jumped to over 8% per year on average. Why? The availability of low/no money
down loans and adjustable rate mortgages with
extremely low initial interest rates allowed people to buy houses well beyond their means and
drove rampant speculation and price increases.
Just how crazy are these mortgage terms when
looked at historically? Before the great depression, mortgage terms were 50% down and only
5 years. Imagine that! Owning a house was
very much a privilege. Terms began to lighten
after the depression and by World War 2 were
the 20% down, 30 year loans that our parents
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remember so well. But a combination of financial companies greed to get even more mortgages on the books and the government demanding they give more loans to minorities and
people with minimal means (how much of each
is a debate for another time), led to unheard of
easy terms for loans. Just how easy? In 2006,
50% of mortgages required no to minimal proof
of income. Just say how much money you make
and they would believe you! Back around 1990,
up front money had dropped from the 20% of our
parent’s time to 10% and that was down to 2%
on average by 2007. So have no money right
now, no problem! Back in 2000, around 1% of
mortgages were interest only (no principle pay-

8 (4)

ment); in effect making a mortgage end date of
never instead of 30 years. In 2005, that number
was near 30%.
Before the angry emails begin, let me say I am
not a heartless bastard (shut it, Dill). I’m not
trying to throw everyone out in the streets nor
an anarchist looking to collapse the country. I
would just like to see a little personal responsibility from individuals and companies for their
actions. It can’t always be the responsibility of
the responsible to shoulder the burden for those
who are not. The American dream is something
you should have to work for, not a right.

Manifesto from the Midwest by Ray Ray Rocker the Cowskin Knocker
Features

“What’s under your fingernails?“
Listening to Levon Helm’s “Dirt Farmer” album
somewhere in Oklahoma, on I-35 heading north
to my home state of Kansas, I realized that my
bladder would not sustain another mile. While
stopped I decided to obtain that ever so important element gas, which ended up being a
sort of blessing in disguise. I waited a bit longer than intended due to the fill up. I was able
to gaze, albeit judgmentally upon an individual
whom embodies the hesitant acceptance I have
for people whom tend to frequent this part of
the country. He walked just in front of me to the
counter of the station and purchased a package
of cigarettes. I noticed his hands and saw that
they had a dark arching brown under the nails.
My eyes which were following this person with
torn t-shirt and greasy hair out the door suddenly cast away onto a flashing object as it fell from
the sky and onto the pavement, a plastic wrapper. He revved up his rusted and “muffler-less”
mid 80’s American truck and as he backed out
of the station with Toby Keith blaring and onto
the highway almost causing and accident. As I
got back into my vehicle I started to think, does
this individual, living in the self proclaimed Amer		

ican “Heartland” and listening to the Heartland’s
Piped Piper have anything in common with the
music and convictions emanating from songs
like “Mountain” by Levon Helm, the music to
which I was just listening? As this may only live
in my imagination, I can believe that Mr. Helm
and the characters in his songs would have the
same arching brown under their nails as the
person I saw at the gas station. But how could
this be? In my heart and mind I know these two
types of individuals are not the same but the
arching brown under the fingernails? Then it
came to me. These two manifestations of different philosophy both had dirt under their fingernails but the explanation about how it got their
is in fact the difference between the two. Levon
and his audience got dirt under their nails for
they toiled the soil. With this comes an understanding of how he/she fits in the greater picture. The how in taking care of something that
takes care of you. This is Grit... dirt with resolve, spirit, character...? The fingernails of the
person at the gas station in Clinton, Oklahoma,
well they were just.....dirty.
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2008 Was One Hell of a Year?
MEMO FROM THE NATIONAL AFFAIRS DESK
DATE: DECEMBER 17,2008 FROM: ROBERT
GOULET, JR SUBJECT: 2008 WAS A HELL OF
A YEAR: BABIES...GOLD MEDALS... WEDDINGS...PASSINGS...ELECTIONS...AND
FAVORITE TOYS FROM XMAS PAST
2008 was a year of contradictions, and I’m still
trying to wrap my head around it all, so if this
comes out a little addled, bear with me.
The year kicked off with a kick in the nuts—the
bummer of Heath Ledger’s untimely demise.
We’ll miss you sorely, Joker--you were the one
adversary worth a damn. Frankly, most of 2008
was a blur, as the demands placed upon me by
my employer have grown, their satiety knowing
no bounds, apparently. And yet I feel complacent
in this affair by not saying No.
Why? I ask myself that quite often. Mostly, it’s
preferring to wait to run toward something, rather than run away from. And what to run toward?
Myself, mostly. And it’s at that point in my internal dialog that often I reach for another Sapphire
martini--a little wet, a little dirty, one olive only-and ponder.
What?? Where was I? Good Lord, you don’t
want to read about that, do you? What about
2008, Robby? Hm? Knock, knock?
Yes, of course. As I was saying.. .next, the Olympics, that candy-covered corporate-sponsored
Spectacle, narrated by Bob Costas (who I wish
would go back to interviewing, as his late show
Costas was the spiritual heir to Tom Snyder’s Tomorrow Show in many respects). I recall a dim
vision of some crazy Commie air-jogging around
the Beijing Coliseum during the opening poodle show, as 1 billion people waited patiently to
throw the Americans to their under-age Chinee
Gladiators, replaying a tired Cold War dance
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by R. Goulet, Jr.
National Affairs Desk
that ended ages ago, long after the last tuxedoclad second trumpet has wandered off the highschool stage, fuzzy clip-on bow tie clamped
askew to his unbuttoned ruffled shirt collar, sipping SoCo from a paper cup and scanning the
dimly-lit gymnasium for one last remaining, sad,
lonely mark to dance with...
Jesus, what’s wrong w/me? Must be the full
moon. Okay, there’s a good deal of Good in
2008, but before we get to that, I suggest we get
the sad out of the way.
Pursuant to that, here’s a
Quick Roundup of Notable Passings:
Heath Ledger, sure—big
news. BUT did you hear
about Roy Scheider
passing away?! Me neither. (St. Peter, you’re
gonna need a bigger
boat)...Bill Buckley sailed
on (born from a more civilized age when the Right
had commentators who were smart and funny),
Chuck Heston (when the Right had a gun-totin’
Moses of their own, although Chuck I will not forgive you for your NRA stance and I hope you’re
poked by damn dirty apes for eternity), Sidney
Pollack, Sir Edmund Hillary (when bagging a
mountain meant more to the world than bagging
a supermodel), Bo Diddley, Jim McKay (forget
his Timex shilling—his real legacy was his coverage of the 1972 Munich games hostage crisis), Tim Russert (buried with his whiteboard,
God bless’em), George Carlin (“death is caused
by swallowing small amounts of saliva over a
long period of time”), Bernie Mack, Isaac Hayes
(Goodbye, children), Paul Newman, and finally...
dear, dear Bettie Page, the first fetish pin-up
queen. I think I will miss your lingerie-clad, ball-
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[2008 cont.]

gagged, high-heeled, riding crop smiles most of
all. Farewell and good night, sweet princess...
Now, on to the Good News--The Election.
Thank Baby Jesus our guy finally won. It’s been
a long twelve years in the desert since I voted
for a winning prez. That said, I feel compelled
to point out that I am 3 for 6, (Clinton, Clinton,
Obama/Bush, Bush, and Bush). Batting .500,
well over the political Mendoza Line. Let’s hope
it lasts.
On the local front: my dear Editor and his dear
wife brought a shiny new bebby into the world,
and we are most happy for them. I’ve actually held the little guy for a couple of seconds
(a major concession on my part) but you’ll be
glad to know I did AOK. He’s a strapping young
lad, and I can’t wait until he’s old enough to mix
me a drink. Get cracking, tiny little man-—those
martinis aren’t going to shake themselves...
There was a wedding in there also, of another dear friend and his dear wife—a most joyous and enjoyable affair. Although, I’ve made a
fresh pact w/the missus to watch each others’
backs whenever the words “open bar” are uttered. Getting too old to miss half of the next
day.
And, not to be outdone, both the newlyweds
and some dear oldeyweds have demonstrated
their fertility/motility to us all this summer & fall
(hey that rhymes!), and so the good tidings of
great joy continue. It’s a nice thing to see, and
we offer all of our love, fidelity, and support.
Apart from changing diapers, of course. Changing my own is challenge enough, thank you.
On a personal note: I also got in a canoe this
summer, a highlight. PBRs and fishing rods
equal a lowered blood pressure for this guy.
Here’s to more of that in Ought-Nine. Characters welcome.

past for any young lad in the 70s were based
around either Playboys, or more likely, toys.
You circled something in the Sears catalog, and
behold, it often appeared! My favorite childhood Christmas toys, many of which I still retain, include: the Star Trek Bridge play set; the
2-foot long Space 1999 Eagle One; a Star Trek
Phaser/walkie-talkie Communicator combo;
Evel Knievel cycle and breakaway Stunt Car,
Darth Vader’s TIE fighter, a Whirlybird, and various AFX slot car setups. I loved them all. Absolutely loved them.
Dishonorable Mention: Merlin. In fourth grade I
wanted the Millennium Falcon, and I got a Merlin. Like a brain-damaged neanderthal iPhone,
carved in granite. Welcome to Adulthood, kid. I
think it was then, I started smoking pot. Ho ho
ho.
Happy Chanukah, Xmas, Solstice, Kwanza, or
what have you, and see you in Twenty-Oh-Nine.
[Note to Ed: I will foro my usual quarterly fee for a used Space
Shuttle (see http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/28284635/) They
are going for approx 46 million (minus engines, the pricks,
but I know people in Orlando, don’t worry). This should leave
you enough $$ left over to get that bitch tricked out like Led
Zeppelin’s 707 Starship and then we can hit the circuit like
champions. -R]

Parting shot, the fond remembrances of Xmas
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The Music Corner: Kung Fu Mike
Departments

TOP THIRTY ALBUMS: 2008
ARTIST

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

24
25
26
27
28
29
30

		

ALBUM

Brothers and Sisters
Peter Adams
Dr. Dog
Chris Koza
Liam Finn
The Rosebuds
KT Tunstall
TAB the Band
Blitzen Trapper
The Kooks
The Dodos
Delta Spirit
TV on the Radio
The Coast
The Helio Sequence
Tapes ‘n Tapes
Fleet Foxes
Langhorne Slim
Ed Harcourt
Supergrass
The Star Spangles
Elvis Costello
King Khan & the Shrines
Sunday Runners
Blind Pilot
Primal Scream
The M’s
The Heavenly States
Army Navy
Calexico

Fortunately
I Woke With Planets in my Face
Fate
Dark Delirious Morning
I’ll be Lightning
Life Like
Drastic Fantastic
Pulling Out Just Enough to Win
Furr
Konk
Visiter
Ode to Sunshine
Dear Science
Expatriate
Keep Your Eyes Ahead
Walk it Off
Fleet Foxes
Langhorne Slim
Beautiful Lie
Diamond Hoo Ha
Dirty Bomb
Momofuku
The Supreme Genius of King Khan
Tame Animals
3 Rounds and a Sound
Beautiful Future
Real Close Ones
Delayer
Army Navy
Carried to Dust
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Faces

“Planes on a Snake”
Photo by Brett Markle

“Grapefruits of the North”
Photo by Rich Kosel
“Bub-a-Dub at his office”
Photo by C. Williford
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by Sam Chao
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Features

It would appear that I am somewhat/dangerously close to age 40. While I feel like
I have the bank account of someone that is 30, the social life of someone that is 50,
and the maturity of someone that is 20, the realization 40 is almost here is starting to set in. While
these are not all personal moments of clarity, hopefully they can still help you reflect:
You say: “Hey man, I’m sorry I missed Alanis’ party last week.”
Reality Check: Alanis is not a spunky, crazy brunette that has a tendency to flash people after a
few drinks. Alanis is actually your buddy’s 12-month old daughter.
You say: “Dude, I had way too much to drink last night.”
Reality Check: You had 3 house gin & tonics with little food, and now you’re reaching for the
Maalox.
You say: “I’m competing in a tri this weekend.”
Reality Check: If by compete, you mean finish your sprint distance triathlon, then your statement
is accurate. (Disclaimer: there are a few of you out there at age 39 that are still exceptional athletes so this wouldn’t apply. I hate you.)
You say (sarcastically): “Why do people do on Facebook?”
Reality Check: You really are wondering what people do on Facebook. On your page, you have
exactly 3 friends: your girl and your two buddies from college.
You say: “Those chicks were checking us out.”
Reality Check: They really were checking you out. One of them was thinking, ‘man, that slightly
chubby balding guy looks exactly like my dad’s accountant,’ while the other was thinking, ‘gosh,
why is that creepy asian guy staring at me?’
You ask: “How does it look, Dr. Miller?”
Reality Check: You want to ask, ‘Weren’t you a sophomore when I graduated high school?’ And
then you wonder why you didn’t become a doctor. Oh yeah, poor grades and too much pot.
You say things like, “He shoots he scores. What you talking about Willis. And I would have gotten
away with it too, if it weren’t for you meddling kids.”
Reality Check: The 20-something person at the receiving end has no real idea what you’re talking
about, but laughs along to be polite.
Ah, who cares… From what I hear, 40 is the new 30 so let’s live it up!
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Zymurgy Parvenu:

stash zyka

(because it sounds better than Beer Snob)
Note From Editor: Comrade Zyka has not
been drinking beer in this quarter, so there
will be no submission on coriander flavored
winter ales.
In his time, Comrade
Zyka’s been on a whisky bender as part of his
campaign to dethrone
Maker’s Mark as the
preferred bourbon of
thirty-something playboy wannabes. After
nearly falling for the
brazen marketing of the
wax covered top, Comrade Zyka investigated a hot lead that Maker’s
stole this from the Mexicans. The rumor was
true, and more egregious than originally thought.
Apparently Makers trademarked the wax top
in the United States. Yes, the company trademarked sealing a bottle with wax and letting it
drip helter skelter, and they did this recently, not
like in 345 B.C. when you’d suspect wax encasing was discovered. This sounds suspiciously
like those fake allegations that make the email
rounds about Microsoft attempting to trademark the cursor, or the & symbol, but this one
is true. Cuervo has to cut off the wax drips from
their seal on any bottle of Reserva de la Familia
(their high dollar Anejo tequila - which is ridiculously great, by the way) that ships to the US.
They employ (at about $2.34 an hour) a line of
little old Mexican ladies in the production facility
in the city of Tequila whose only job is to “legally”
apply the wax seal (dunker, stamper, drip cutter) by hand. It’s quaint as hell, an absurdly unnecessary, since trade marking a common practice is bullshit. So f*&k Maker’s Mark and their
poncy-assed caps. There is plenty else out there
to drink. This is what Comrade Zyka has recom		
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Departments
mend in the interim, as he samples comparably
priced alternatives, and no one-timers either, he
sampling the entire bottle to ensure consistency
and to document any nuanced changes in smell
or taste.
Be warned that this process of testing bourbons
could take years. Finding alternatives was easy,
as Maker’s is basically the Southern Comfort
of bourbons, but Comrade Zyka intends to be
a completeist, like Tolstoy and Dostoevsky before him. So please consider helping Comrade
Zyka in his campaign, and boycott the bully on
the block. If I forgot to mention it earlier, f*&k you
Maker’s Mark.
Here’s the replacement list to date:
Evan Williams Single Barrel, Bulleit
(also a cool bottle
for you posers),
Buffalo Trace (current favorite), Henry
McKenna’s, Baker’s
7 Year or any Elijah
Craig (but particularly the Single Barrel).
And if you’re able
to find it, and you’re
not allergic to the grain, do try Rittenhouse’s 100
Proof Rye Whisky. Note: Comrade Zyka’s throat
did close up upon drinking the rye, but he used
a conveniently placed lemon zester to carve
a stoma and avoid having to visit the infirmary.
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Features

United States House of Representatives
110th Congress

Office of the Speaker of the House
Washing ton D.C. 20250-1400

MEMORANDUM FOR ALL DEMOCRAT MEMBERS OF THE HOUSE
FROM: 		
			

Nancy Pelosi
Speaker of the House

SUBJECT: Media and public relations regarding our role government
DATE:

5 November 2008

First, I would like to commend my Democrat comrades in the House for their tireless effort in
diverting all culpability for our current economic crisis, national debt and the war in Iraq to the
Executive branch for the past several years. As seen by the results of this year’s election, you’ve
done a very commendable job impressing upon the citizens of the United States, the legislative
branch’s very limited role in government. A role which is limited to instilling self-esteem in our
nation’s youth by prosecuting steroid using professional baseball players at taxpayer expense on a
national stage (you still owe me a Clemens autograph, Kucinich!)
Additionally, our constituents are well aware that when I said, “Saddam Hussein has been
engaged in the development of weapons of mass destruction technology which is a threat
to countries in the region and he has made a mockery of the weapons inspection process.”
in December of 1998 - it was the ghost of Christmas future visiting me from the oval office five years
in the future who put those words in my mouth. I’m still Googling “WMD”. lol !
Effective January 17th 2009 and for the next two years, should serious national issues arise
(including but not limited to healthcare, the economy or national security), public outcry can still be
focused on the Executive branch. However, blame will need to shift from the Obama administration
to the Bush administration [I’d like to call it “Retro-active buck passing”]. When interviewed by
CNN, MSNBC, ABC, NBC, et. al. phrases such as “past rogue capitalism” , “Bush’s scorched earth
economics” and “decades of melting polar ice caps by Big Oil” will sufficiently and conveniently
divert criticism.
Beyond two years, accountability for President Obama’s ineffectiveness can be vindicated with
comments such as “deeply seated racism on the right”, “the lack of sub-sub-prime mortgages for
working families” , “a healthcare system hampered by greedy pharmaceutical companies” and
“Bush’s indignant foreign policy”.
In our (soon to be) Great Leader’s name, I thank you
Nancy Pelosi,
Ranking Democrat
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Khaos Konventional Wisdom
Departments

PAGEANTRY
Obamalot
ABS
Eastwood
Dick Length
Magic Jack
Bag of Diamonds
Christmas Duck
al-Zeidi
“Deep Throat”
Underware rising
Santa Claus
Liberators
Black Dog

New Poem Outlet:

TRAGEDY
Obamanomics
CBS
East of Eden
Dick Rash
Kennedy, Jack
Bag Ladies
Lame Duck
al-Franken
Deep Throat!
Unemployment rising
Without Cause
Counter-Insurgentors
Bush Dog

ANARCHY
Obamagate
BCS
East of Green Zone
Dick Cheney
One-eyed-jack
Blagojevich
Daffy Duck
al-Maliki
Deep Throat?
Underinflation rising
Extramarital Clause
Cobblers
Cat Dog

stash zyka

Picasso Said
she dreamed she had six fingers on both of her hand
then she could catch the dreams as they tried to flee
before they scurried off into the wallpaper squares
blending into the backgrounds of pattern and night
watching the light on her breast while she stared

Departments

Oh Mary
oh mary, what a mess
human parthenogenesis
but when its nobody’s fault
there’s nothing to feel guilty about
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Fun with doctor Gonzo’s Colon
Special Puzzle - Departments
Draw a line from the colonoscopy photo to the respective region of Doctor Gonzo’z
colon. The colored dots on the illustration will help you with the graphical locations of
his colon.

appendiceal orifice
terminal ileum
ascending colon
rectosigmoid junction
? rectum - retroflexed view
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stash zyka

Departments
Sixth Installment Cousin
It’s no secret that fans of Artificial Khaos are music lovers – does Santa enslave elves? This column
intends to assist the average AK reader in understanding the nuances of our modern day rock poets. Thanks for all the emails on last quarter’s article. There is absolute no way I’d write this stupid
shit, if it wasn’t for your encouragement. I chose this quarter’s song because it is the Holiday Season, and I’m working diligently on my War on Kwanzaa.
Electrick Co.
by Run Westy Run (1990 or 1994)
LYRICS

MEANING

I’ve seen better worlds on my mattress				
from sad fun to the mad hatter					
I’m getting my hands dirty deep in western skull		
jealous TV blue cheeks						
if only she had those feelings in her life				
why its her favorite show						
I put on the New York dials and spin around			
I say baby, what great things are we waiting for…		

HBO
All genres
Band of Brothers marathon
Anagram (figure out on own)
prescription medication
or she lost the remote
didn’t pay cable bill
NFL Ticket

shit, baby, what do you got to lose?				
I’m crazy, you got the blues					
take another hour							
take another day							
what do you got to lose?						
shit (whispers)							

Rhetorical
Corroborated
without commercials
without nutrition
nothing?
and f*&k!

probabilities come at different velocities				
knowledge of the unobserved lies in death and sleep		
and desire drives all things in constant proliferation		
and burden without reward is the ringleaders rebellion		
death and sleep guard the earth					
and birth gives earth its backspin					
I say hello white light						
hello virgin void							
hello cosmos								
hello ma								
hello, hello, hello							

Differential Chaos Theory
a catch-22
coitus
E.D.
zombies…maybe
the baby jesus
anthropomorphic
dark matter
tangible matter
life
others
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[Anatomy cont.]

CHORUS
I’m comin’ from everywhere and everyone		
everything I’ve ever been or ever done			
I have to laugh, I have to laugh				
Electrick Company, Electrick Company			

waves
light, sound, etc…
because the trick is on…
us

tools to fun are wailing and beaming score		
we could go down to candy corner			
play chance video						
or down to the supermarket to get some more		
but when it comes down to the short strokes		
I sit home and watch Kalifornia – shit!			

360
or the living room
Halo 3
Fallout 3
limited time
Pitt

BRIDGE JAM
CHORUS
GUITAR WAIL

Car Korner
Departments
My children received light sabers for an early Christmas present from my brother. The
following are some rules that were made as a result of that gift. - REV. WILD BILL
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Jedi don’t pick their nose.
Jedi can tie their own shoes and they don’t use the Force to do it.
Do not choke your brother with the Force.
No light sabers in the family picture.
Dogs are not on the Dark Side.
Don’t fight dogs. They will take your light saber and chew it up.
Girls can be Jedi too.
Girls can be on the Light Side and the Dark Side.
No light sabers in school, in church, at the bank, in the restaurant, at the gas station, at
the hardware store, in the living room, in the bathroom.
10. Light sabers do not go up your nose or anywhere else.
11. Striking down Uncle Joe will only make him more powerful than you can ever imagine.
12. No freezing your brother like Han Solo.
13. I know you don’t like this sweater but ALL the clone army is wearing them.
14. Those aren’t pickles on your hamburger. You can go ahead and eat that. No I’m not us
ing Jedi mind tricks on you. Those aren’t the pickles you are looking for,
15. Light sabers go downstairs or outside.
16. If your light saber is chewed up or otherwise destroyed you will get the cardboard duct
tape light saber.
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A Call to Arms

by J. Jonah Jonas

There has NEVER, I repeat NEVER, been
a greater reason to masturbate than our
current economic climate. The temperature
is perfect for self love right now. This isn’t
a metaphor. I’m dead serious. I’m talking
about literally masturbating. There’s several
reasons why masturbating immedietely will
do more than just temporarily lift your spirits.
Masturbating immediately is, given our current
predicaments, dare I say, the RESPONSIBLE
thing to do. Hear me out:
Look, sorry to be Captain Buzzkill for a
moment, but we’re gonna have to face the
music: I don’t care who you are. YOU ARE
NOT GOING TO HAVE A JOB FOR MUCH
LONGER. Our economy will collapse.
Looting, rioting, mass starvation & homicide
will ensue. It’s inevitable. All of your most
alarmist friends; well, everything they’re
freaking out over, it’s about to happen. WE
ARE WASTING PRECIOUS TIME. We still
have a few months till the worst of it begins and
in these precious few months, my brothers,
it’s time to amass our fortunes. That’s right;
SPERM DONATION. There are still needy
rich people out there who will pay good hard
earned Benjamins for your 23 chromosomes.
Don’t deny them. They’re thirsting. Think of
your family. And start touching yourself now.

!
EW

N
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Tales From the Smoke Shop
Departments

look like Somalian refugees.
Now, I know, with all the stress some of you
may be experiencing, it may seem hard to
reach that point of relaxation where you can
truly let it all go and fill a cup with a high
interest savings plan. So I’d now like to
intellectually reach over and help guide you
to prosperity:
•

Dudes, George W. Bush only has like a
week left in office. Just thinking about
that has kept me at half-mast since
Obama’s acceptance speech and I intend
to stay there until my man’s inauguration.

•

This is the last time you’ll ever have
enough nutrients to achieve & maintain an
erection without the chemical assistance
you won’t be able to afford in 2009.

•

Hustler made a Sarah Palin parody porn.
I’m almost embarrassed to admit this, but
I haven’t been this excited about a porn
since Screech from Saved By The Bell
made one.

Just think about what I’ve said. Mull it over
for a couple hours. And have a Happy New
Year.

Another point I’d like to make: Women are
not going to be hot for much longer. Soon
they’ll all look like movie stars. Now, when
we were kids, that may have sounded like a
good thing, but, as we all know, today it really
isn’t. Unless a well pronounced ribcage and
spine get you hard, your days are numbered
when it comes to oogling women who don’t
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The Ali G Interview wit [sic] Tom Osborne
Features

by Ali G
Da Ali G: Yo, yo, yo. Big it up. I be Ali G, and
I’m here witz the President of Nebraska Tom Osborne. Howz are youz?

Da Ali G: But if yous did?

Osborne: I am doing fine, even better with my
new title. (laughs)

Da Ali G: Nice schlong man.

Da Ali G: So what are your duties as the President of Nebraska?
Obsorne: (Laughs) I’m not the president of Nebraska. There isn’t one.
Da Ali G: But if they is going to have one, it’d be
you, right?

Osborne: If I do, sure. What is it?

Osborne: What?
Da Ali G: Have you not seen the video? Me’s Julie says she’d be hurtin for a week.
Osborne: I’m sorry; I don’t know what you are
talking about.
Da Ali G: So yous waz a footballer?

Osborne: I don’t think so. I tried to be governor,
but that didn’t work.

Osborne: Yes, that is probably what I am known
for best. I was also a legislator.

Da Ali G: Do people call you Guv’nor out of respect?

Da Ali G: Did you beat Man-U?

Osborne: No. Right now I’m the Athletic Director at the University of Lincoln in Nebraska. Most
people call me Coach out of respect.

Osborne: Who? Massachusetts?
Da Ali G: No, Man-U…Manchester United, ManU.

Da Ali G: Alright coach, dids you trains with Tommy Lee?

Osborne: Oh no, I wasn’t the soccer coach. I was
football, American football.

Osborne: No, Tommy Lee doesn’t go there anymore.

Da Ali G: So yous never played Man-U, but if
yous did, could you beats them?

Da Ali G: Oh no, me was hoping to send him a
message through you.

Osborne: I don’t know, would they be wearing
pads and helmets or just socks and jerseys?
(laughs) That was a joke. I suspect that if we
were playing football we’d win, but if we were
playing soccer, then they’d win, but it’s really an
apples and oranges discussion.

Osborne: Sorry, I can’t help you.
Da Ali G: But if yous sees him, yous would pass
it along?
Osborne: I can almost guarantee that I won’t.
		

Da Ali G: So that’s a no. You are a politician.
(laughs) Witz dat in mind, who dos yous think is
better, apples to oranges to lemons, Pele, Mara-
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Stash’s Holiday Cocktail

[Ali G cont.]

dona or Becks?

Departments

Osborne: I’d have to watch film on them, and
then I could get back to you. (dead serious)
Da Ali G: Evasive. Did you have a part in the
Iraqi invasion?
Osborne: Not directly, but I did vote for the Iraqi
Resolution that allowed the President to attack
Iraq if Saddam did not give up his weapons of
mass destruction.
Da Ali G: Whoops. You should haves gotten a
red card for thats.
Osborne: Yes, in the end it appears that Saddam had no WMDs.
Da Ali G: He didn’t even get a PK. Did you see
that video of his hangings?
Osborne: Yes, that was terrible. I’m ashamed
that we had a hand in that.
Da Ali G: Did yous really find him in that hole in
the desert, or was that just video for the Tellies?
Osborne: No, that was where they found him.
Da Ali G: But why would he hide in a hole when
he has 20 some palaces?
Osborne: Probably because he knew we’d look
in the palaces?
Da Ali G: Or blow them up?
Osborne: That happened too.
Da Ali G: Yo, yo, yo. Check yourself before you
wreck yourself. I be here witz my main man,
Guv’ner of Nebraska Tom Osborne. Yous got to
knowz about footballers or they’ll poke you’s Julies when you are out of town. Big it up.
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This is a great cocktail for the Holiday Season.
Simply start off with some clean vodka, nothing
that smells a hint of methyl, place a healthy dose
of that on the rocks in a shaker and let it break
the ice down for a minute or so. Upon hearing
the ice make cracking sounds, you'll need to
strain off a half of egg white, and toss it into a
glass with three tablespoons of whatever viscosity milk you have in the fridge. Then drip three
drops of vanilla extract into the same glass and
whisk that baby 'til she froths. Now it wouldn't
be a cocktail without Kahlua®, but we're not going to use that here. Rather, we'll dump a splash
of its cousin, any tribe you have of Irish Cream
into the shaker. Then add the glass of egg and
milk, and shake that hound dog 'til your guests
are annoyed. Strain that hush puppy into a martini glass and garnish with a leaf of mint (not a
sprig you stupid shits) and some freshly ground
nutmeg – or cinnamon, cause really, who cares.
Now enjoy yourself a Homey Inn Meiosis, gratis
the backward folks down off Saddle Creek behind the old bus garage.
To be placed in stainless steel shaker:
Vodka (not methyl odorous) – 1.5 jiggers
Kahlua® (just for looks on the counter) – 0
ounces
Irish Cream (any tribe) – 2 ounces
Water (frozen as a regular hexahedron) – 6
cubes
To be placed in glass mixing glass:
Egg white (good luck) – .5 of it
Milk (viscosity can vary) – 3 tablespoons
Vanilla (no comment) – 3 dripping drops
Variation: If you want to go full-blown holiday
drink, you'll need a hint of red on the garnish. We
recommend blood of newt, as its pH won't take
away from the nutmeg.
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Apocrypher News Wire
Departments
Minneapolis Men to Pay Higher Taxes
Despite what you think,
there is a downside to electing a “liberal” to the White
House. Higher Taxes. Well,
higher taxes for the super
wealthy. But if you didn’t
vote for Obama, we don’t
think it’s fair for the McCain
supporters to pay more taxes than they already
do. So, the KA is starting a Tax Relief Fund
(TRF) to supplement the income of our readers in the Twin Cities. Any reader who makes
over $250,000/year can fill out an online application and select a supplemental amount. The
TRF will be paid by the KA readers who voted
for Obama and make less than $250,000/year.
Fair is Fair. If you make less than $250,000/
year and voted for McCain, you are an idiot and
get nothing. Details to follow the inauguration.
Local Seattle Man Spams Doctor
Gonzo.
FIRST EMAIL:
“I am sending dad the planet earth series on
dvd...he hinted at that. i’m sending mom a scarf
and a framed photo. i am with tim on being
tapped on the gift giving. i am definitely over my
limit as of now.”
SECOND EMAIL:
“ignore that message. i accidentally sent you
a message that was meant for my brother.
on the other hand, i don’t see any reason why
you shouldn’t be kept abreast of my holiday gift
giving”
-From Keno

		

HELLO: My Name
is “ART”
9 Fun Things to do at the
Walker Art Center

1. Ask intern working in gift shop, “Was it Ayn Rand
who said, ‘Art is the selective recreation of reality based on an artist’s metaphysical value judgements’ or was it that asswipe Clement Greenberg”
2. Hang Anne Gedney on wall, wrap in C4. Connect
explosives to decibel meter. Force irritable 2 year
old to wear sunflower bonnet next to Gedney.
3. Defecate on lobby floor, go directly to jail, do not
pass go, do not collect $200
4. Add quotes with permanent marker to every instance of the word ‘Art’, ‘Artist’ and ‘Artistry’ on
description plaques and gallery signs
5. Change your kid’s diaper one handed on Donald
Judd piece. When done, bow to patrons in the
gallery
6. Strip naked, shave hair, paint self forest green,
wrap self in x-mas lights and plug into bathroom
wall socket. Stand perfectly still with arms out
and say, ‘nice job my little elf’ to everyone when
they leave.
7. Call gallery info line. Introduce yourself as the
field trip chaperon for the Hennepin Country Juvenile Delinquency Program. Explain that you
would like to connect with the kids through the
emotional experience of art. End phone call by
asking what the gallery policy is on grand larceny
and arson.
8. Hire an assistant to handle photography gear. Take
pictures of all the gallery garbage receptacles
(from multiple angles)
9. Defecate on Map of Iraq on lobby floor. Plant
American toothpick flag. Collect $500 NEA
grant money.
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Snap Shots
Departments

“One -half of the Bastards of Omaha”
play Andy’s 40th. Photo by 2.0

“Heavy Metal”
Photo by Markle

The Notorius V.I.G Top Ten List
Departments

Top Ten Ways to Celebrate the New Year
10.
9.
8.
7.
6.
5.
4.
3.
2.
1.

Hang out with the MSP Kosels and try to figure out why Sara puts up with da Bean.
Try to convince the wife to watch the “ball drop” at midnight.
Shrimp eating contest with the boy and pass out around 10:30 PM. Call it a year.
Hang out at the White House to see if W can manage to screw up one more thing be
fore the year is over.
Drink champagna with a house full of party guests…wake up and realize it is just me
on the couch with no pants, an eye patch on and shrimp stains on my shirt.
Go to a strip club and make it rain with Monopoly money.
Start New Year resolution early by going to BK and lying under the heat lamps. No
tanlines…
Not write Top 10 Lists for a wannabe editor of a fictional newsletter. Where’s my tshirt!!!
Party with Megan Fox and her douche “boyfriend” Brian Austin Green. Ten minutes is
all I need to get Megan to dump B.A.G and get with The Fuzzy Gigolo.
Johnny Cash and a sixer of High Life is all that’s needed for a Happy New Year.
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THE GREENBERRY COLLECTION
Eco Conscious Handbags designed by Katy Berry

The saying “one person’s trash is
another person’s treasure” could not be
more evident here. These one-of-a-kind,
handmade bags are crafted from an
assortment of someone’s “trash” and
transformed into a fun and fresh take
on fashion. These materials range
from discarded remnants of upholstery,
clothing, linens, etc. So your next handbag
from the Greenberry Collection could be
three parts bridesmaid dress, two parts
upholstery scraps and one part man’s tie.
Each has it’s own story and style.

Please note that no two
purses are alike, therefore the
materials shown here may not
be available upon request.
To learn more about
The Greenberry Collection,
contact Katy Berry at
404-731-0458.

Front

Back

PRICES
Scarlet (top right): $60
Pollyanna (far left): $45
Camille (bottom): $25
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The Khaos Klassifieds
Departments

Internet Links
Ricochet Biscuit
http://www.ricobiscuit.com/
Retrofitted Designs
http://www.retrofitteddesigns.com/
Artificial Khaos Productions presents the
new face of Khaos. Check out the newly
designed web site. A new media section
collects most of our film and video projects in one convenient place. Enjoy.
Click on graphic teleport.

A.J. Rathbun
www.ajrathbun.com
Elemental Studio
www.elementalstudio.com
Alex Doerffler Photography
link

Birdbath Radio
[click image to link]

BUY THIS BOOK
[click image to link]

Hairmageddon
A.J. Rathbun on FOX news

Coming Soon
[link]

[click image to link]

Cash Richard Kosel
bellyblog-willie.blogspot.com

AK Films - Next project
The Checkout Girl.
Directed by Liza Rinny
Screenplay by D. McCaul
Currently in post-production.

KHAOS apparel
[click to link]
Send Classified advertisements to the Editor. They
will be run free of charge. There is a 25 word limit.
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